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Welcome to Retail Excellence
The COVID-19 outbreak has fundamentally changed the retail landscape in
Switzerland and around the world. While long-term consequences are difficult to anticipate, the retail world before and after the novel coronavirus
cannot remain unchanged.
We strongly believe that the current situation offers retailers a unique opportunity to transform their business models and lay the foundations for
long-term growth. However, due to the uncertainty of today’s retail sector,
many managers recognize the insufficiency of well-established management
methods in addressing our current challenges. Retail, therefore, is in desperate need of fresh air—not only to keep abreast of the rapid change but also to
seize this unprecedented opportunity to reinvent itself. In the age of disruption, well-prepared rising stars are needed to lead this retail transformation.
This is the aim of our Certificate Programme.
The Institute of Retail Management’s Certificate Programme is tailored to meet the specific needs of senior retail managers, providing an executive education centred on retailing excellence and innovation.
Our curriculum instils fresh perspectives while offering access to current tools and exclusive resources
for achieving success.
In collaboration with our academic partners and leading European retailers, the programme offers a
comprehensive, dynamic approach to the future of retailing. Participants receive exclusive executive
networking, cutting-edge research insights, and sound perspectives on international markets.
In times of fierce competition and stalled revenues, retail excellence becomes an imperative. The education programmes of the Institute of Retail Management support comprehensive preparation for competing successfully in the dynamic global market.
Set a course for excellence now.
Yours faithfully,

Prof. Dr. Thomas Rudolph
Director, Institute of Retail Management
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Certificate Programme in International Retail
Management
The flagship Certificate Programme in International Retail Management consists of three modules that provide state-of-the-art expertise in contemporary retail management. It was designed by renowned academics
in cooperation with CEOs of our Retail Lab founding members, setting a foundation for comprehensively
combining theory and practice.

Objectives
The programme assists senior managers in remaining current in today’s fast-paced retailing environment
by teaching innovative instruments and imparting the most up-to-date knowledge associated with modern
retailing. Participants will be able to:
•

Gain new insights into retailing and relevant expertise

•

Discuss best practices for real-world application

•

Analyse the retailing process from perspectives that are cutting-edge, yet proven theoretically sound

•

Expand and strengthen their executive network

«The Retail Lab’s Certificate Programme is truly unique, because this International
programme combines all retail-relevant trends and topics in a concentrated manner.
Moreover, it cultivates a network of retail experts, who come together annually at an
Alumni gathering to discuss current matters.» 					
Roland Seiler, CEO, LIPO, graduated in 2009

«When I participated, I perceived the Certificate Programme as being highly practice
driven, forward looking and internationally orientated. I strongly recommend it to any
manager in retail and affiliated industries.» 					
Marc Heim, Executive Vice President Switzerland, Emmi Group, graduated in 2012

«The Certificate Programme in international retail management allows managers from
different retail companies to discuss relevant retail topics in a inspirational environment.
Sharing knowledge with leading managers from International retailers helps to understand upcoming challenges and to prepare for the future.»
Alfred Landolt, Director Department House Basel St. Jakob, Manor, graduated in 2017
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Curriculum
Our Certificate Programme is designed as a twelve-day programme, requiring nine days attendance. Participants will meet for one three-day seminar at each of the three university locations. The final three days are
scheduled for an open-book final exam.
The first module seminar takes place in February at the University of St.Gallen. In June, the second module
is held in Oxford, and the final seminar is completed in September in Barcelona. The exam, covering topics
from all three modules, is written remotely.
Upon successful completion of the three modules and the written exam, executives will receive a Certificate
of Retailing Excellence from the University of St.Gallen.

What is included
•
•
•
•
•

Nine days of lectures, presented in three modules
Kick-start materials to familiarise participants with course content
All required course materials plus complementary literature
One half-day study tour in each of the three modules
Supervision by academic staff for written exam

Eligibility
The typical participant has several years of senior managerial experience in retailing and holds a position of
administrative responsibility. The participant should be highly motivated to succeed in a rigorous executive
programme and have strong command of both written and spoken English.
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St.Gallen
University of St.Gallen
The University of St.Gallen was established in 1898 as a «Commercial Academy». Its guiding principle of practice-oriented education
has remained one of the university’s hallmarks. Today, the University of St.Gallen is among Europe’s leading business universities and is both EQUIS- and AACSB-accredited. The university
offers degree courses as well as a wide range of postgraduate programmes, non-degree courses, and seminars.
For further information, please visit: www.unisg.ch

The City
The city of St.Gallen was named after the Irish monk Gallus, who
founded a monastery on this site in the east of Switzerland in 612.
Today, St.Gallen is a modern city with quaint alleys, lively squares,
and an impressive baroque cathedral in the heart of the Abbey
District, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The imposing Alpstein
and Mount Saentis provide a backdrop to nearby Lake Constance,
forming the panorama of St.Gallen.
For further information, please visit: www.st.gallen-bodensee.ch
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Module 1: Formulating Effective Retail
Strategies in Times of Disruption
The first module is presented at the University of St.Gallen, and explores the most important strategic challenges in the evolving retail landscape. Today’s retail executives must respond to a fast-paced environment
of disruption that requires excellence in strategy formulation, adaptation, and implementation. These module seminars offer a practical approach to confronting retail’s most pressing challenges.
To enhance understanding of major change drivers in the retail industry, this programme module begins
with a broad overview of key trends in the 21st century. Participants are introduced to practical managerial
tools that allow successful implementation of strategic planning within their organizations. A central component of the curriculum addresses methods for transforming business models in times of disruption. By
examining real-world case studies, participants develop proficiency with the frameworks and their practical
application.
Lecture materials are enriched by study tours of retail locations that provide hands-on experience relevant
to the module topics. As well, renowned guest speakers from top-rated companies support programme sessions with their original insights and experience.
Upon completion of the module, participants will have expertise in the components of strategic processes,
and are able to initiate, develop, implement, and control strategic initiatives in their retail business.

Curriculum
Retail in the 21th century: Alibaba, Amazon & Kohl’s
Lessons learned from the new retail giants
Major Retail trends in Europe, the US and Asia
Overview of the most important developments in the largest retail markets
Business Model Transformation in Times of Disruption
Managerial approaches (High-Five model) to adapting business models in times of rapid change
Strategic Planning
Streamlining for strategic processes and application of frameworks for strategic leadership
Retail Metrics and Growth Strategies
Identifying Bottom-Line Growth Opportunities

Module Coordinator
Prof. Dr.Thomas Rudolph
Thomas Rudolph is Professor of Marketing and Retail Management at the University of
St.Gallen. He is author of several books on strategy in retail, and more than 200 scholarly articles. Prof. Rudolph has been a visiting professor at Brigham Young University
(USA), the University of Florida (USA), ESADE Business School (Spain), and Massey
University (NZ), and he holds positions on several supervisory boards. In 2017, Prof.
Rudolph initiated an innovative retail management course in which graduate students
improve sales and profitability in a real-life setting. His latest book addresses the strategic challenges of business model transformations in times of disruption.
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Oxford
University of Oxford
The University of Oxford has connections with virtually every
country in the world. Students come from 138 countries and academic staff from 79. Academic research spans all regions of the
globe, and tackles issues of major global significance, both within
and across disciplines. The international presence includes more
than 44,000 alumni in 188 countries outside the UK, the world’s
largest university press and leading tropical medical research facilities.

The City
Oxford is 56 miles (90 km) northwest of London and has a population of approximately 180,000 people. The city is shaped by the
university’s iconic buildings and ancient colleges. It is strongly
identifiable as a university town, with its college spires and 15,000
students, but it is rapidly developing into a bustling cosmopolitan
city. A growing number of light-industrial, high-technology companies have developed out of university research.
For further information, please visit: www.oxfordcity.co.uk
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Module 2: Leading Transformation Processes and
Fostering Service Innovation
The second module, presented at the University of Oxford, deals primarily with contemporary challenges in
leadership and service management.
This module provides an overview of leadership challenges in retailing. It develops knowledge of and competencies for energising and leading people within organisations, and embeds these skills in the wider context of a changing retail environment. Building on the internationally recognised expertise of the seminar
coordinator, these sessions include a specific focus on generating cost-efficient service innovation and service
excellence. Combining case studies and high-profile guest speakers, this module equips senior leaders with
the tools to drive changes necessary for steering their companies towards the future of Retail 3.0.
Upon completion of the module, participants will understand how to lead efficient and effective long-term
growth in their retail businesses. They will know how to think about service innovation in a completely new
context, and will be able to internalise the instruments and concepts needed to re-engineer their corporate
customer orientation.

Curriculum
Service Innovation and Excellence										
Generating ground-breaking service innovations that turn customers into loyal companions
Interpersonal Leadership											
Learning to lead by values, and preparing for essential interpersonal change-management in Tomorrowland
Transformational Leadership											
Developing practical insights for change-management best practices, and experiencing cross-channel leadership challenges, at Carphone Warehouse, one of the United Kingdom’s most successful retailers.
The Changing Landscape in a Mature Market								
Foreseeing changes and challenges by analysing the UK retail market

Module Coordinator
Prof. Dr. Jochen Wirtz
Jochen Wirtz is Professor of Marketing at the National University of Singapore (NUS),
International Fellow of the Service Research Center at Karlstad University in Sweden,
and Academic Scholar at the Cornell Institute for Healthy Futures at Cornell University in the US. He received his PhD in service marketing from the London Business
School, and his research focus is service marketing. He has published approximately
100 academic journal articles and ten books, and has received more than 40 awards in
recognition of his excellence in his field of study.
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Barcelona
Retail Capital of Spain
In recent years Barcelona became one of the most dyanmic retail
markets in Europe. The increasing numbers of tourists and high
consumer confidence levels are an ideal environment for retailers
to try out innovative ideas. For example, Media-Markt has opened
its first digital store including Virtual Reality and Robots in Barcelona. The City is a perfect complement for the innovation driven
topics discussed in module three.

The City
The Catalan city of Barcelona is an extraordinary example of Spain’s
renaissance. Its bustling boulevards and stylish streets showcase
the city’s colourful heritage, entrepreneurial spirit, and timeless appeal. Barcelona’s drive for self-improvement and -promotion contribute both to a high level of cultural activity and its position as a
European capital of prosperity.
For further information, please visit: www.barcelona.es
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Module 3: Supercharging Performance Through
Business Model Innovations
The third module, held in Barcelona, will give participants the skills needed to supercharge their companies’
performance through business model innovations. Digitalisation has made retailing more transparent and
has increased comparability, but has also made customers more transparent. As innovative earnings mechanisms such as subscriptions or automated retailing formats increase shopping convenience, retailers are able
to more effectively fulfil customers’ needs. Although few incumbent retailers make use of these new technologies in today’s dynamic retail markets, in the light of increasing competition from small-scale start-ups
they should move quickly to do so.
Participants will focus on three major takeaways: (i) understanding customer needs in the retailing landscape of the 21st century, (ii) developing a differentiation strategy based on a clear value proposition, and
(iii) developing a new business model using technological advances and the most recent customer insights.
Knowledge in these three areas will be supported by cutting-edge research. Importantly, participants will
learn to appreciate their customers’ diverse needs and understand how to capitalize on those needs.
At completion of this module, participants will have developed expertise in ways to foster innovation in
retailing. They will also be able to generate successful retail formulas and apply advanced methods in order
to achieve a competitive advantage through innovation. Frameworks, case studies, and guest speakers are
included in the seminar design to illustrate and provide additional substance for the concepts taught in lectures.

Curriculum
Deep-Dive into Customers’ Brains
Understanding customers in the 21st century: a neurological approach
New Business Models in Retailing
Exploring the opportunities provided by new business and earning models
Embedding Yourself in Customers’ Hearts
Conceptualising a differentiation strategy based on consumers’ neurological needs and wants
Unearthing Retail Innovations
Developing innovative retail formats using a neuromarketing approach

Module Coordinator
Prof. Dr. Lluís Martínez-Ribes
Lluís Martínez-Ribes has been an Associate Professor in Retail Innovation and Future
Challenges in Marketing at ESADE Business School. He has been visiting professor
at SDA Bocconi Business School (Italy), HEC (France), Edinburgh University (UK),
and Goizueta Business School, Emory University (USA). His professional experience
includes work in twenty countries and providing consulting services for many wellknown companies. He has also published a number of books and conference papers.
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Learn From Top-Class Guest Lecturers

Dr. Jens Uwe Intat
former Vice President Hardlines, Amazon Germany
Amazon is currently transforming the retail landscape. But what does this
mean for Swiss retailers? Finding an answer to Amazon involves finding new
ways to innovate, leveraging current strengths to engage with consumers, and
designing new organizational structures to spark entrepreneurship. Based on
my experience with Amazon and McKinsey we will have an open debate and
discuss future avenues for Swiss retailers.

Prof. Dr. Simon Dolan
ESADE Business School
Current leadership competences are not sufficient for leading in a volatile, complex and ambiguous world. This is especially true for the retail landscape. Leaders, thus, are faced with new roles, new challenges and new competences. In
the certificate programme I will present and experiment an innovative methodology to help leaders instil shared values and lead transformation.

Dominique Locher

Entrepreneur & Advisory Board Member (Edeka, Migros Ticare A.S. and OZON.ru)
Amazon, JD and Alibaba are changing our understanding of retail. Established retailers are currently facing an exceptional challenge and must develop
a compelling digital strategy to stay ahead of competition through embracing
customers changing habits and needs. I want to share with you my adventure
of building one of the first profitable food online shop worldwide (LeShop.ch)
as 1st generation online pioneer as well as my experiences with other omnichannel retailers and discuss the challenges of future of retail.
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Frequently Asked Questions

What is the language of instruction of the Certificate Programme in International Retail Management?
The language of instruction throughout all lectures and activities is English. In addition, all course materials
(lecture notes, preparatory readings, etc.) are in English as well. However, a German-speaking coordinator
will be present at all times, to help with language barriers and issues of understanding. Fluency in German
is not required.

Are there any extra-curricular activities during the modules?
Yes. We strongly believe in socialising as a key element of the programme. Every evening we will invite all
participants to a leisure programme including city tours, formal dinners, casual get-togethers, and more.
During a customized store check (study tour) we visit promising stores to experience innovative retail concepts.

Are accommodation and travel costs included in the programme fee?
The programme fee does not include any accommodation and travel expenditure. However, the programme
coordinator organises an allotment of rooms in a suitable hotel near the venue. Further details are provided
after registration.

Is there a possibility to contact somebody who has already participated in the programme?
To get in contact with one of our Retail Lab alumni, please contact the alumni coordinator Elias Barth
(elias.barth@unisg.ch). He will gladly provide you with a graduate’s contact.

What happens if I cannot attend to one of the modules?
In case you cannot attend to one of the modules, please submit a deferral note in written form. You will be
able to repeat the module the year after. Please note that the certificate is awarded only after completion of
all three modules and passing of the final exam.
In case you miss a module, you will face no additional costs except a cancellation fee for the accommodation
(if applicable).

When will I receive the programme schedule?
Approximately three weeks prior to the start of the programme, you will receive an information package,
including the final schedule and preparatory readings for the first module in St.Gallen.

When and where does the exam take place?
The exam is written remotely, and will be send to you two weeks after the final module in Barcelona. The
exam has to be returned within one month after you have received it; please note that exam writing usually
takes three days. The exam consists of three parts addressing each module. Open questions will touch upon
the concepts and frameworks learned in the modules and should be applied to your company.
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Institute of Retail Management
The Institute of Retail Management was founded to continue the long-standing tradition of retail
research at the University of St.Gallen. Prof. Dr. Thomas Rudolph and his team focus on strategic
retail management and consumer behaviour in a retailing context. The Institute’s research effectively combines scientific rigour with practical relevance for the retail industry.
The various publications that result from the work of the Institute, which include dissertations,
articles in renowned scientific and business journals, textbooks, and retail reports, provide valuable
insights into recent developments and trends. The biannual conferences «St.Galler Handelstag» and
«St.Galler Internettag» have evolved into noted summits for the Swiss and German-speaking retail
industry.
The executive education seminars of the Institute of Retail Management provide retail managers
with sound knowledge of the retail industry, as well as applicable skills and tools for mastering the
challenges of cross-channel management and retail branding.
Moreover, the Institute’s research and practical expertise are reflected in the courses and teaching
emphasis at the University of St.Gallen. Participants in the retail management lectures leave their
programmes as professionals well equipped for successful careers in international retailing.
For further information, please visit: www.irm.unisg.ch
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Registration
Registration for the Certificate Programme is open until 5 January for the subsequent year. To register, simply contact us via e-mail at handelsmanagement@unisg.ch. Please note that to ensure the
highest quality experience, we have only a limited number of openings each session. Participants
are admitted on a first-come-first-serve basis.
We hereby register ____ person(s) for the Certificate Programme in International Retail Management.
Membership status
(15.000 CHF)
Retail Lab partner
No Retail Lab partner (22.500 CHF)

Mrs./Ms./Mr.
First name						

Surname

E-Mail							

Position

Phone							

Company

Address
Postal Code						

City

Country
Date							Signature
Please enclose a list with the full names of the participants, their e-mail addresses, and positions.
Fax: +41 (0)71 224 71 94
E-Mail: handelsmanagement@unisg.ch
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Some Companies of Former Participants

Institute of Retail Management
University of St.Gallen
Dufourstrasse 40a
CH-9000 St.Gallen
Phone: +41 (0)71 224 28 56
Fax: +41 (0)71 224 71 94
Email: handelsmanagement@unisg.ch
www.retail-lab.ch
www.irm.unisg.ch

ACCREDITATIONS

